PRODUCT FEATURES

- Single axle trailer with canopy to protect wire from weather while in storage.
- Adjustable hitch is either ball or pintle type.
- Access doors on each side of trailer. Doors can be latched in opened or closed position.
- 250 ft of Triple strand medium barb stainless steel concertina wire.
- Leveler legs are included for manual deployment/recovery on uneven ground.
- Winch included for pulling last of concertina wire into the trailer.
- Recovery Hooks are included to assist operators in wire recovery.
- Magnetic lock used to lock wire end frame in trailer.
- Deployment arm tilts out for deployment and recovery of wire. When lowered, it locks the wire into the trailer.
- Jack / Jockey wheel allows for moving trailer into position manually.
- Tool Box with included lock includes; Jack, Lug Wrench, Safety gloves, Stakes, Cutter, Hog Rings and Hog Ring Pliers.
- Blue safety light is controlled by toggle switch on tool box.